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We have used low energy electron microscopy to monitor the high-temperature behavior of su
phases in the CoySi(111) system at submonolayer coverages. We observe a reversible phase sep
from a disordered “s1 3 1d” phase to well-defined coexisting regions of ordereds7 3 7d-reconstructed
and disordered phases. The transition temperature is depressed by nearly 200±C by the addition of 0.1
monolayer of cobalt. The shape of the coverage-temperature phase boundary allows us to estim
latent heat of thes7 3 7d order-disorder transition. [S0031-9007(97)03320-6]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Rh, 61.16.–d, 81.30.Hd, 82.65.Dp
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Surface effects in bulk alloying systems is a topic
long-standing interest, with important fundamental a
practical aspects such as surface segregation, grain bo
ary embrittlement, impurity gettering, and faceting beha
ior. More recently, studies of heteroepitaxial growth ha
highlighted the importance of understanding the therm
dynamics of coupling between overlayers and substr
In view of the above, and the ubiquity of composition
phase separations in bulk systems, it is perhaps surpri
to find no report in the literature of two-dimensional (2D
phase separation of a surface segregant. One reaso
this is that surface segregants in most systems are es
tially equilibrated with the bulk at temperatures of inte
est. This results in a single-phase surface structure a
temperatures, even though the surface may exhibit a ph
transition in which coverage increases suddenly below
critical temperature, following a miscibility gap phase d
agram [1]. A second reason may be that it is experim
tally difficult to observe phase separation with diffractio
techniques, which are almost exclusively used for su
studies. On the other hand, phase separation is dire
observable using surface imaging techniques such as
energy electron microscopy (LEEM), which is capable
distinguishing phases with differing atomic structure, w
approximately 100 Å lateral resolution, high contrast, a
at high temperature [2]. In this paper, we report dire
LEEM observations of a reversible phase separation
tween ordered and disordered 2D phases for a protot
metal-semiconductor system, CoySi(111).

Previously, Bennettet al., using scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and medium energy ion scatteri
(MEIS) found that a remarkably stable “ring-cluster” (RC
structure exists for all group VIII metals adsorbed o
Si(111), with each RC consisting of a single metal ato
in a substitutional silicon site plus an overlying rin
of six silicon adatoms [3]. In the case of cobalt a
ordered arrangement of RC’s with as

p
7 3

p
7 dR19.1±

unit cell forms at the close-packed density of1
7 ML.

At lower coverages a disordered, or “s1 3 1d,” variable
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density lattice gas arrangement of RC’s exists at doma
boundaries of thes7 3 7d reconstruction. It was not
clear from STM “quench and look” observations whethe
these structures exist at high temperature or what th
interactions might be.

As we describe below, we find that, at high temperature
RC phases of CoySi(111) are stable against the dissolutio
of Co into bulk silicon or condensation into bulk silicide
on an observable time scale. With increasing Co covera
we observe a sequence of single and coexisting orde
and disordered surface structures suggestive of bin
eutectic behavior. We analyze the shape of the bound
separating a uniform disordered RC-containing phase fro
coexisting ordereds7 3 7d and disordereds1 3 1d-RC
phases, using a local equilibrium-based description, ba
on the reversability of transitions across it.

The principle of operation of the LEEM is describe
in detail elsewhere [2], as is the microscope used in th
work [4]. The base pressure in the instrument was2 3

10210 torr. The Si sample was heated via electron bom
bardment. Temperature measurement was via an infra
pyrometer which was calibrated at the clean surfaces7 3

7d to s1 3 1d transition temperature [5]. Sample cleanin
was done by heating briefly in UHV to 1250±C. Evapora-
tive deposition was done by direct current heating of a hi
purity Co wire, and measuredin situ using a quartz crys-
tal thickness monitor, calibrated from the known1

7 ML
s1 ML  7.8 3 1014 atomycm2d saturation coverage of
the s

p
7 3

p
7 dR19.1± phase [3].

We first explored the phase diagram of CoySi(111) by
slowly increasing the amount of Co on the surface at
fixed temperature. The LEEM images of Fig. 1 show
Si(111) surface just before and during deposition of C
at a flux of 0.0017 MLys and a temperature of 735±C.
Figure 1(a) shows the surface shortly after cleaning, a
before deposition starts, on which we observe as7 3 7d
low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern. This
image is nearly featureless except for a step- “pinnin
center,” which provides a fixed reference point in th
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4605
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image. Panels (b)–(f) show the time evolution of th
surface as Co is deposited. Already, by 0.02 ML, t
formation of a second (dark) structure is evident.
LEEM, the images give a spatial map of the electr
reflectivity, and the contrast observed in these brig
field LEEM images is consistent with measurements
different LEED IV profiles for the specular reflectio
above and below thes7 3 7d to s1 3 1d transition [5].
As the Co coverage is increased, the dark regions
the image form at, and spread outward from, atom
height steps and domain boundaries of thes7 3 7d
reconstruction at the expense of the existings7 3 7d
regions, indicating a phase separation. The dark reg
are evidently the sames1 3 1d-RC structure seen in
STM images at room temperature [3]. By a covera
of 0.1 ML [panel (d)] the dark regions essentially cov
the entire surface. The LEED pattern from this surfa
shows onlys1 3 1d reflections plus a diffuse backgroun
The growth mode of thes1 3 1d-RC structure indicates
limited solubility of RC’s in regions of the ordere
s7 3 7d phase. We have earlier observed a qualitativ
similar separation for NiySi(111) [4].

FIG. 1. Bright field LEEM images of Si(111) surface durin
deposition of Co at 735±C at coverages of (a) 0.00 ML
(b) 0.02 ML, (c) 0.04 ML, (d) 0.10 ML, (e) 0.13 ML, and
(f ) 0.16 ML. The s7 3 7d appears as white, thes1 3 1d RC
as black, and thes

p
7 3

p
7 d as gray at these conditions. He

and in Fig. 3 the incident energy is 3.6 eV, incident angle is±,
and the field of view is7 mm.
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As the Co dose continues, a third structure, dark g
under these imaging conditions, becomes evident. It a
grows inward from step edges. By17 ML [panel (e)] it
nearly covers the surface. At this coverage the surface
a LEED pattern consisting of two orientational domai
of s

p
7 3

p
7 dR19.1± reflections. Beyond approximatel

1
7 ML, we begin to observe the formation of small particl
which we believe to be CoSi2 islands [6].

Interestingly, the observed sequence of surface pha
formed during Co deposition follows that of a bulk bina
eutectic system above the eutectic temperature [7].
the top of Fig. 2 we show the average image intens
from a multidomain region on the surface, taken from t
sequence of Fig. 1. At the bottom of the figure we show
schematic eutectic phase diagram for the case of neglig
mutual solubility of RC’s and patches ofs7 3 7d in the
s7 3 7d and s

p
7 3

p
7 d ordered phases, respectivel

Since the average image intensity is a linear combinat
of intensities from the coexisting phases, the continuo
changes in gray scale are qualitatively consistent w
moving along the constant temperature coexistence
lines” of this diagram. The contrast betweens7 3 7d, s1 3

1d RC, ands
p

7 3
p

7 d varies with energy, and can eve
reverse. For these imaging conditions, with the intens
from the s1 3 1d RC being the lowest, the minimum in

FIG. 2. Top: average image intensity during Co deposition
in Fig. 1 for a selected multidomain region of the images
which the terrace widths range over600 6 200 Å. Bottom:
schematic equilibrium phase diagram for surface phases of
on Si(111). Dashed arrow shows the trajectory for the
deposition experiment of Fig. 1. Gray bars show tie lin
connecting points of coexisting phases in two-phase regio
Note the horizontal scale change from the top panel.
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the average intensity shown in the bottom of Fig. 2 giv
the approximate median coverage for a single-s1 3 1d-
RC phase, and an approximate location of the eute
composition.

To check for reversibility across the phase bounda
separating disordereds1 3 1d RC from coexisting ordered
s7 3 7d and disordereds1 3 1d-RC structures, we imaged
the surface during heating and cooling experiments a
series of different Co coverages, as shown in Fig. 3
a Co coverage of 0.04 ML. Thes7 3 7d-reconstructed
(light) regions are segregated at the step edges. As
temperature is increased, these regions shrink [panels
and (c)] and completely disappear at 826±C, leaving a sur-
face which is entirelys1 3 1d RC [panel (d)]. Lowering
the temperature results in a reappearance of thes7 3 7d
reconstruction at step edges at very nearly the same t
perature, 824±C. Further cooling results in a growth o
the s7 3 7d outward from the step edges at the expen
of the s1 3 1d-RC regions [panels (e) and (f)]. A sligh
difference in the arrangement ofs7 3 7d regions in pan-
els (a) and (f) comes from the nucleation of thes7 3 7d
at step edges during cooling through the phase bound
in contrast to the nucleation of thes1 3 1d RC at domain
boundaries of thes7 3 7d during deposition of Co. Im-
ages acquired during subsequent heating and cooling

FIG. 3. Bright field LEEM images of Si(111) during heatin
and cooling sequences after deposition of 0.04 ML Co
767±C. (a) T  768 ±C (first heating). (b) T  806 ±C
(heating). (c)T  816 ±C (heating). (d)T  827 ±C (begin
cooling). (e)T  816 ±C (cooling). (f)T  768 ±C (cooling).
s

tic

ry
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or
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cles produced arrangements essentially identical to tha
panel (f ) at the same temperature. The measured tr
sition temperatures vs Co coverage are plotted in Fig.
Above 800±C the transition temperatures on heating a
cooling are very nearly the same, provided that the to
time at temperatures near 850±C is less than a few min-
utes. Beneath 800±C, a small hysteresis is observed. Th
phase separation from uniforms1 3 1d RC into coexist-
ing s7 3 7d and s1 3 1d RC is otherwise reversible with
temperature.

Attempts to observe reversible transitions across ot
phase boundaries show that a eutectic-based model
provide only partial understanding of the early stages of t
growth of Co on Si(111). Transitions across the bounda
separating thes

p
7 3

p
7 d ands1 3 1d-RC structures are

not reversible due to the formation of silicide islands
coverages near17 ML, which locally deplete the surface of
Co. We also find that the separation betweens7 3 7d and
s1 3 1d becomes increasingly sluggish for temperatur
below that for the growth sequence of Fig. 1, precludin
observation of transitions across the lower boundary,
coexistings7 3 7d ands

p
7 3

p
7 d structures, on the time

scale of our observations. However, as we observe t
transitions acrosss7 3 7d to s1 3 1d-RC phase boundary
are reversible, we next consider a thermodynamic mo
to explain its shape.

The clean-surface Sis111d-s7 3 7d to s1 3 1d order-
disorder transition is believed to be first order [8] so th
a latent heat, which is proportional to the difference in e
tropy between the two phases at the transition temperat
must be added to disorder thes7 3 7d. In spite of great in-
terest in thes7 3 7d to s1 3 1d transition [5,8], there have
been very few published values for this fundamental th
modynamic parameter [9]. Next we show that the sha
of the transition temperature vs Co coverage curve sho
in Fig. 3 allows us to estimate the clean surface-transiti
latent heat.

FIG. 4. Temperature at whichs7 3 7d-reconstructed (white)
regions completely disappear from LEEM image on heati
(solid circles) and reappear on cooling (open squares) vs ri
cluster coveragesQCod for CoySi(111). The dashed curve
shows the optimum fit to the form of Eq. (1). The solid curv
shows the optimum fit of the transition temperature on heati
(solid circles) to the form of Eq. (2).
4607
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The depression of thes7 3 7d-disordering temperature
can be understood qualitatively as coming from the e
ergy cost of having RC’s within regions ofs7 3 7d re-
construction rather than within the disordered phase. T
simplest model for this system is a noninteracting latt
gas of RC’s. Equating the 2D spreading pressures [10
the s7 3 7d and s1 3 1d-RC phases and assuming neg
gible solubility of RC’s in thes7 3 7d ordered phase yields

lns1 2 QRCd  h737-131aykBs1yT0 2 1yTd , (1)

whereQRC is the RC coverage (which is equal to the C
coverage),h737-131 is the latent heat of thes7 3 7d to
s1 3 1d transition, a is the area of as1 3 1d unit cell,
andT0 is the disordering temperature for the clean Si(11
surface. The best fit of our data to the form of Eq. (
is shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 4. The fitted cur
is nearly linear, with slightly upward curvature, and d
viates systematically from the experimental data, wh
displays the opposite curvature. A natural refinement
the model is to include an “excess enthalpy,”hXS, due
to interactions between RC’s. We do not know the fun
tional form of this interactiona priori [11], but consider
dipole-dipole interactions, either strain mediated [12]
electrostatically mediated, to be plausible. Such inter
tions fall off as the inverse cube of the separation, a
as the average separation is proportional to the squ
root of the coverage; this leads to a factor ofQ

3y2
RC per

dipole in the interaction term. Multiplying by the den
sity of dipoles gives another factor ofQRC for an overall
Q

5y2
RC dependence forhXS and a spreading pressure equ

tion as follows:

lns1 2 QRCd  h737-131aykBs1yT0 2 1yTd

2 cQ
5y2
RCaykBT . (2)

The resulting fit is shown by the solid curve in Fig.
The agreement between the measured heating curve a
fit to this form is excellent [11].

The best fit of our measured disordering temperatu
to the form giving by Eq. (2) yields a latent heat of146 6

64 meVys1 3 1d–unit cell for thes7 3 7d to s1 3 1d tran-
sition. This is approximately1.5kBT0, and thus reasonabl
based upon the clean surface transition temperature. It
the same order of magnitude as that estimated by Willia
et. al. [9] from a completely different method.

Finally, we considered the atomistic meaning of t
excess enthalpy,hXS. The fit to a Q

5y2
RC dependence

yields hXS equal to4.4 6 2.0 eV Å5 Q
5y2
RCys1 3 1d-cell,

with the sign indicating a repulsion between RC’s. O
course, the interaction must become slightly attractive n
the

p
7-spacing, otherwise the ordered phase would

form. (At high temperatures, entropy favors thes1 3 1d-
RC phase, however, and thus thes

p
7 3

p
7 d does not

begin to form until the coverage approaches1
7 ML.) To

extract a value of the pairwise interaction from our da
we evaluatehXS at an average separation of twice the

p
7
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spacing, corresponding to a coverage of 0.036 ML, whic
is near the middle of the range of the fit of Fig. 4. A
this coverage the interactions between ring clusters ra
the energy of the surface by1.1 6 0.5 meVys1 3 1d–unit
cell, or 30 6 14 meVyRC. Equating this value to the
sum of the interactions of an individual RC with all of
its neighbors, we estimate a repulsive interaction potent
between individual pairs of RC’s of39 6 18 eV Å3yr3.

In summary, we find that the observed phase separat
between ordered and disordered surface phases of
adsorbed on Si(111) is in good agreement with a loca
equilibrium thermodynamic model of a solution with smal
mutual solubilities in the ordered phases. This mod
allows us to estimate the latent heat of disordering of th
s7 3 7d reconstruction and the interaction between Co
containing ring clusters on the surface. Finally, we no
that it is the use of direct imaging in LEEM which makes
possible the identification of the phase separation betwe
ordered and disordered structures, and the precision of
LEEM determination of the separation temperature whic
allows the evaluation of RC-interaction enthalpy and th
latent heat of thes7 3 7d to s1 3 1d transition.
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